June 16, 2014 12:51 PM
Christine Straw <cs2913@columbia.edu>
To: "andrea.bartoli@shu.edu Bartoli" <andrea.bartoli@shu.edu>, "cazcarate@worldbank.org" <cazcarate@worldbank.org>, Roi Ben-Yehuda
<rbenyehuda76@hotmail.com>, Lan Bui-Wrzosińska <wrzosinska@gmail.com>, Heidi and Guy Burgess <burgess@colorado.edu>, "d.burns@ids.ac.uk Burns"
<D.Burns@ids.ac.uk>, "diana.chigas@tufts.edu Chigas" <Diana.Chigas@tufts.edu>, Aldo Civico <civico@andromeda.rutgers.edu>, Claudia Cohen
<ccohen@exchange.tc.columbia.edu>, Peter Coleman <coleman@exchange.tc.columbia.edu>, Alexa Courtney <alexamariecourtney@gmail.com>, Jayne Docherty
<jayne.docherty@emu.edu>, Timothy Ehlinger <ehlinger@uwm.edu>, Glenda Eoyang <geoyang@hsdinstitute.org>, Thom Feroah <trferoah@me.com>, "Joshua D.
Fisher" <jf2788@columbia.edu>, Beth Fisher-Yoshida <bf2017@columbia.edu>, "Howard (NIH/OD) [E] Gadlin" <GadlinH@od.nih.gov>, Orit Gal <oritgal9@gmail.com>,
Armando Geller <armando@scensei.com>, Karen Grattan <karen.grattan@groupw.com>, Stephen Gray <gray.stephen@gmail.com>, Jairus Grove
<jairusg@hawaii.edu>, Łukasz Jochemczyk <ljochemczyk@gmail.com>, Larry S Liebovitch <larry.liebovitch@qc.cuny.edu>, Jay Michaels <jmichaels@presby.edu>, Mike
Mohr <mikem@cfmoffice.com>, Ben Ramalingam <b.ramalingam@odi.org.uk>, Robert S Ricigliano <robr@uwm.edu>, Josefine Roos <josefine.roos@gmail.com>,
Richard Smith <richard@asc.org.za>, David Stanfield <jdstanfi@wisc.edu>, Stuart Tjip Walker <stwalker@usaid.gov>, Hakim Mohandas Williams
<hwilliam@gettysburg.edu>, Ricardo Wilson-Grau <ricardo.wilson-grau@inter.nl.net>, Aubrey Yee <aubrey@hawaiiqualityoflife.org>, Alexander Fischer
<amf2145@columbia.edu>, Tucker Harding <th2252@columbia.edu>, nikolas katsimpras <nkatsimpras@gmail.com>, Kyong Mazzaro <kyong.mazzaro@gmail.com>,
Nick Redding <nsr2118@tc.columbia.edu>, Ria Yoshida <riayoshida@gmail.com>, Bridget Brown <brownbn@uwm.edu>
Cc: "cs2913@columbia.edu Straw" <cs2913@columbia.edu>, Meg Markle <mmarkle@uwm.edu>
DST Innovation Lab - ACTION Needed
1 Attachment, 438 KB

Dear Lab Members,
We continue to be excited about this summer’s DST Innovation Lab as planning efforts continue and your pre-Lab work progresses. As we grow closer to the Lab – we’re
just over a month away! - we’d like to provide you with an update on our collective efforts and ask for your input. This email addresses the following topics:
·

Local Hawaii Partner work

·

Lab 2014 “Open Space” sessions. ACTION: Consider opportunity and identify interests, if known.

·

DST Innovation Lab 2013 Projects. ACTION: Request for status updates.

·

Personal biographies. ACTION: Please review and provide updates as needed.

First, thank you to everyone who completed the Systemic Peace and Conflict Survey. We had an overwhelming response and are analyzing the data now and creating
a network map of our immediate and extended community that we hope you’ll find both interesting and useful at the lab and into the future.
Reminder: The lab web site can be found at http://conflictinnovationlab.org. There are separate tabs for Lab 2014 and Lab 2013. Lab 2014 includes background
documents, prior planning and status emails, as well as participant lists and bios. Lab 2013 includes last year's agenda including open space session topics as well as the
proposed project list.
Local Hawaii Partner Work
Rob Ricigliano (UWM) and Aubrey Yee (The Omidyar Group) have continued to work with our local Hawaii partner groups to further understand their needs, opportunities
for joint work and how the work of the thematic groups will inform our joint engagement. Additional details about each of the five groups is attached as a single document.
Because of the possible sensitivity of the information, we will NOT post the document to the Lab website.

Lab 2014 “Open Space” Sessions
Although structured differently this year, Lab 2014 provides time to convene smaller, less formal groups to share your work and/or engage in discussion topics you
propose. While the agenda hasn’t been finalized yet, we will set aside 1 ½ hour blocks daily (most likely concurrently with breakfast). Some sessions will run
concurrently.
ACTION: Please let us know if you would like to share your work, propose a topic for discussion or continue a conversation begun last summer. Please email
Chris (hit reply) and we’ll share with the broader lab group in upcoming emails as well as on the Lab website. If you’d like a reminder about the topics we
covered last year, they can be found on our Lab web page: go to the Lab 2013 tab and select Agenda from the drop down menu. Or click here.

Lab 2013 Outcomes
Lab 2013 culminated with a great amount of goodwill and enthusiasm for the work as reflected in proposals for more than 30 projects evolving from the seeds of
collaboration begun at the lab. We’d like to capture a sense of the outcomes of 2013 event to share with all Lab members and the broader community as appropriate.
ACTION: Please let Chris know by hitting Reply by June 23 what the Lab has inspired, whether modest or grand, so we can share it with the broader group.
Your input can be simple or more detailed. At a minimum, please share a brief description of what was inspired, outcomes, and colleagues (Lab or non-lab) you
are working with, if any.

Personal Biographies
A list of this year’s participants and your individuals bios can be found on the Lab website at Lab Participants 2014. For some of our newest participants, thank you for for
the input you've already provided.
ACTION: Please review your biography let Chris know if you’d like any changes.
Thank you all for you ongoing engagement in the Lab efforts. Don't hesitate to contact Meg (Meg Markle <mmarkle@uwm.edu>) or Chris ("cs2913@columbia.edu Straw"
<cs2913@columbia.edu>) with any questions.

Best,
Chris Straw and Meg Markle

Local Hawaii…pdf (438 KB)
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